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Abstract A new multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm for continuous
optimization problems is presented. The algorithm has an adaptive cooling sched-
ule and uses a population of fitness functions to accurately generate the Pareto front.
Whenever an improvement with a fitness function is encountered, the trial point
is accepted, and the temperature parameters associated with the improving fitness
functions are cooled. Beside well known linear fitness functions, special elliptic and
ellipsoidal fitness functions, suitable for the generation on non-convex fronts, are pre-
sented. The effectiveness of the algorithm is shown through five test problems. The
parametric study presented shows that more fitness functions as well as more iteration
gives more non-dominated points closer to the actual front. The study also compares
the linear and elliptic fitness functions. The success of the algorithm is also demon-
strated by comparing the quality metrics obtained to those obtained for a well-known
evolutionary multiobjective algorithm.

Keywords Multiobjective optimization · Simulated annealing · Pareto front.

1 Introduction

Engineering design involves trading multiple objectives, concerning many different
disciplines. After many trials, few feasible, but usually non-optimal designs emerge.
To introduce optimality and automate the design process, multidisciplinary as well
as multiobjective design optimization is needed. However, with multiple objectives,
the solution to the problem is not unique. In the contrary, there are an infinite num-
ber of solutions. This process of optimizing many objective functions is called the
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“multi-objective”, “multicriteria” or “vector” optimization [3]. Edgeworth [3, 8] was
the first to propose the notion of multiobjective optimization. The Italian economist
Vilfredo Pareto generalized the multiobjective optimization in his book first published
in 1896 [23]. For this reason, the hyper surface (or the curve, in bi-objective problems),
containing the optimum solutions of multiple objectives is called the Pareto front.

Optimization algorithms are either deterministic, or stochastic. The deterministic
ones requiring function derivatives, or gradient information, have been well devel-
oped. These algorithms have been adapted for multiobjective optimization. The usual
approach is to use a scalarizing function to convert a vector of objectives to a scalar
objective function. A comprehensive review of various continuous multiobjective
methods that use gradient information may be found in [21]. However, gradient-based
algorithms converge to local optimum. Since most engineering problems are modeled
with nonlinear, multimodal and even discontinuous functions, gradient-based meth-
ods may fail to provide even a feasible solution. Among non-gradient optimization
methods Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and Simulated Annealing (SA) have been
most successful [11]. They have also been adapted for multiobjective optimization.

The population-based nature of EAs makes them quite suitable for multiobjective
optimization. After applying evolutionary operations, such as cross over, mutation,
and selection for sufficient number of generations, the final population shall contain
mostly the points on the Pareto front. Many such algorithms have been developed
for this purpose [7]. They have also been successfully applied to a number of real-
world engineering problems as well [2, 6, 9, 13, 24]. However, the performance of
the algorithm depends on the successful selection of various problem specific param-
eters. Thus, a particular set of parameters that are found to give excellent results for a
particular problem may give very poor results for another problem (i.e., no free lunch).

The SA is an optimization method that simulates the physical annealing process
of finding the low-energy states of a solid at a particular temperature. For a given
temperature T, the probability of a system to be in state r may be found from the

Boltzmann distribution exp
(

E(r)
kBT

)
, where E(r) is the energy of the configuration, and

kB is the Boltzmann constant [16]. To simulate the annealing process, Metropolis
criterion may be used. For this purpose, the change in the energy of a system with
the movement of an atom is calculated (�E). If the movement lowers the energy
of the system, it is accepted (�E ≤ 0). Otherwise it is accepted with probability of
P(�E) = exp(−�E/kBT). In the simulated annealing optimization method, the cost
function replaces the energy of the system, and the optimization variables represent
the atoms. This idea was first used by Kirkpatrick et al. to solve discrete combinatorial
optimization problems [16]. The technique was later extended to the optimization of
functions of continuous variables [1, 4, 10, 25, 27, 35].

In SA the success of the algorithm to find the global optimum by the fewest number
of function evaluations is closely related to the method used in selecting the next can-
didate point. For this purpose, various methods are proposed. For example Vanderbilt
and Lougie [35] uses random walk with a fixed maximum step size, where, for each
variable, it is updated after a predetermined number of trials. The new set of step sizes
is selected proportional to the inverse of the cost function’s Hessian. Corona et al.
on the other hand displaces one optimization variable at a time [4]. Siarry et al. also
selects the next test point using random walk, but only displacing a randomly selected
subset of optimization variables [27]. In these studies the step size is kept constant for
a predetermined number of iterations [4, 27].
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The cooling scheme used is also an important aspect of SA algorithms. The most
common approach is to cool by multiplying the current temperature by a fixed factor
after a predetermined number of trials [35] or records [4]. Hajek gives the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a deterministic cooling schedule so that convergence to
a global optimum is guaranteed [10]. Siarry et al. propose changing the temperature
after a predetermined number of steps using two different factors for fast and slow
cooling depending on the number of records found [27].

Hide-and-seek is a continuous SA algorithm that uses pure random walk, where
both the search direction and step size are taken from uncorrelated uniform distribu-
tions, and an adaptive cooling schedule [1, 25]. The cooling is carried out whenever a
new record is found. The temperature selected depends on the distance of the record
from the estimated global optimum. Thus, the temperature is small if the current
record is close to the estimated global optimum. Otherwise, it is large. The algorithm
is proven to converge to the global optimum with probability one. It has been applied
to trajectory optimization [20], and combined optimization of design and control vari-
ables [32, 33]. Changes to the basic algorithm that improves its convergence rate are
proposed, and efficient ways to handle the equality constraints were examined [32].

SA has recently been adapted for the multiobjective combinatorial optimization
problems [5, 30, 34]. The usual approach is to use a scalarizing function to convert
a multiobjective problem to a single objective one. For this purpose, a weighted sum
metric is considered [30, 34]. To achieve diversity, the program is run many times with
different weight sets generated uniformly [34]. Czyżak and Jaszkiewicz proposed an
algorithm, also for multiobjective combinatorial optimization problems, which uses
a population of interacting solutions, called generating solutions [5]. Both scalar lin-
ear and weighted Chebyshev metrics were considered for the acceptance probability
functions, while, the objective weights are changed according to whether there is an
improvement in a particular objective function.

Suppaptnarm et al. proposed an SA based multiobjective algorithm, suitable for
continuous optimization problems [29]. In this algorithm, each objective function is
assigned a different temperature parameter. These parameters are cooled according
to a rather complicated procedure that uses the standard deviation of the solutions
accepted at a particular temperature value. Temperature parameters are updated
periodically, as the number of iterations, or the number of records accumulated at a
particular temperature exceeds the predetermined values. Another interesting aspect
of the algorithm is the return to base strategy used to provide diversity to the solutions.
The step size is also controlled and reduced in a random fashion, whenever a solution
is accepted. However, to benefit from all these features, the user must supply a proper
set of problem dependent parameters.

Suman proposed two multiobjective SA algorithms, called “Weight Based Multi
Objective Simulated Annealing Algorithm,” and “Pareto Dominated Simulated
Annealing Algorithm” [28]. The author also compared these algorithms to the three
previously developed algorithms, for their effectiveness in solving number of bench-
mark problems on system reliability. The study has shown that some algorithms
worked well with certain problems while performed poorly in other problems.

Kubotani and Yoshimura examined the effects of acceptance probability functions
for multiobjective simulated annealing methods, as well as proposed a parameter-
ized acceptance probability function [18]. They have shown that the solution qual-
ity is greatly affected by the shape of the acceptance probability function. The SA
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based multiobjective algorithms have also been applied to a number of multiobjective
problems as well [19, 36].

The SA based multiobjective methods presented in the literature all have a number
of problem dependent parameters to be decided. The applicability to most multiob-
jective problems has not been sufficiently demonstrated. Hide-and-Seek is a single
objective SA algorithm that does not have parameters related to cooling schedule or
search method, and has been shown to rapidly converge to the global optimum for
multi-modal and nonlinear problems [1, 20, 25, 32, 33]. For this reason, it is decided
to develop a multiobjective algorithm based on Hide-and-Seek.

A new SA based multiobjective algorithm, to be used for continuous optimization
problems is presented in this manuscript. It is shown that the algorithm is capable of
obtaining many points very close to the actual Pareto front.

In the next section, the multiobjective optimization problem is described together
with some formulation approaches especially used in SA based algorithms. Then,
the new Multiple Cooling MultiObjective Simulated Annealing (MC-MOSA) algo-
rithm is given, followed by the presentation of special elliptic and ellipsoidal fitness
functions suitable for non-convex fronts. In the results and discussion section, five
problems are solved to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm. A parametric
study is also presented to examine the effect of two critical parameters: the number
of fitness functions used and number iterations carried out in obtaining the Pareto
front. The importance of fitness function type, linear or elliptic, is also examined in the
parametric study section. A comparative study, to examine the success of MC-MOSA
algorithm against the popular genetic-based multiobjective algorithm NSGA-II, is
also presented. Finally conclusions are given.

2 Formulation of the Problem

A multiobjective optimization problem may be stated as follows:

Minimize
x

fi(x), i = 1, . . . , I

subject to: ga(x) ≥ 0, a = 1, . . . , A,

hb(x) = 0, b = 1, . . . , B,

xL
j ≤ xj ≤ xu

j , j = 1, . . . , J.

(1)

In most problems, some objectives are maximized while others are minimized. The
maximization requests may be handled by minimizing the negatives of the objec-
tive functions to be maximized [7]. The above vector optimization problem may be
converted into a scalar optimization problem using a scalarizing function. Many sca-
larizing function have been developed for this purpose. A general scalarizing function
may be expressed as [7]:

F =
(

I∑
i=1

vi

∣∣∣ fi(x)− f 0
i

∣∣∣
β
)1/β

. (2)

In the above expression, f 0
i are the ideal solutions, vi is the weight associated with the

ith objective function (vi ≥ 0), while β is a parameter (1 ≤ β ≤ ∞). When β = 1, we
have the weighed sum approach, while β = 2 gives the usual weighted Euclidian norm.
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For large β, the formulation reduces to minimizing the largest deviation of
∣∣fi(x)− f 0

i

∣∣,
called the weighted Chebyshev metric [7]. Due to the difficulty of assigning weights to
objectives of different magnitude, it is advisable to normalize the objective functions:

f̃i(x) = fi(x)− f min
i

f max
i − f min

i
, (3)

where f max
i and f min

i refer to the maximum and minimum values of the ith objective in
the feasible space. Then Eq. 2 may be written as:

F̃ =
(

I∑
i=1

wi

∣∣∣f̃i(x)− f̃ 0
i

∣∣∣
β
)1/β

. (4)

In the above expression, wi, are the related weight coefficients of the normalized
objectives.

Like most non-gradient algorithms, the SA algorithms are also developed for
unconstrained optimization. The common approach is to augment the constraints
to the cost function using penalty coefficients. In this manuscript the following is
employed:

� = −
A∑

a=1

ηa min(0, ga(x))+
B∑

b=1

ξb |hb(x)|, (5)

where, � is the total cost due to constraints, and, ηa and ξb are the related penalty
coefficients associated with each constraint. The scalarizing function together with the
cost due to constraints may be written as,

F̃ =
(

I∑
i=1

wi

∣∣∣f̃i(x)− f 0
i

∣∣∣
β
)1/β

+�. (6)

Then, the constrained multiobjective optimization problem is reduced to a multiob-
jective problem with bounds on optimization variables:

Minimize
x

F̃(x), i = 1, . . . , I,

subject to: xL
j ≤ xj ≤ xU

j , j = 1, . . . , J.
(7)

2.1 Multiobjective simulated annealing algorithms

The acceptance probability used in SA algorithms shall be re-considered to introduce
multiobjectiveness. When there are many objectives, three cases may be encountered.
First the test point y, improves all the objectives as compared with the current solu-
tion. In this case the test point y shall be accepted. Second, some objective function
values improve, while others deteriorate. Since, the test point y, and the current solu-
tion x, does not dominate each other the test point y may again be accepted based
on the concept of non-dominance. Finally, all function values deteriorate. However,
deteriorating points shall also be accepted with probability. For this reason, the usual
approach in SA is to employ a scalarizing function in evaluating acceptance probabil-
ities. The most common acceptance probabilities employed are presented below [18].
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2.1.1 Scalar linear rule

This uses the weighted sum scalarizing function. Using the normalized objective func-
tions (Eq. 3), the acceptance probability may be written as:

Pr = min

{
1, exp

(
I∑

i=1

wi�f̃i

/
T

)}
, (8)

where, T is the temperature,�f̃i = f̃i(x)− f̃i(y), f̃i(x) are the set of current objective val-
ues, while, f̃i(y) are the objective functions evaluated at test point y, and

∑I
i=1 wi = 1.

2.1.2 Chebyshev rule

In this worst-case rule, if all objective function values at the test point improve the test
point is accepted with probability one. Otherwise, the smallest acceptance probability
value is used. Thus,

Pr = min

{
1, min

i

{
exp

(
wi�f̃i

T

)}}
. (9)

2.1.3 Weak rule

In this case, if any of the objective functions improve, then the test point is accepted
with probability one. Otherwise the highest probability acceptance value is used. Thus,

Pr = min

{
1, max

i

{
exp

(
wi�f̃i

T

)}}
. (10)

In general, different probability acceptance function may be written using different
scalarizing functions (Eq. 6):

Pr = min

{
1,

{
exp

(
�F̃
T

)}}
, �F̃ = F̃(x)− F̃(y). (11)

3 Multiple cooling multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm

The main deficiency of the above approach is its single objective nature. For this
reason, the true minimum of a scalarizing function, or more appropriately a fitness
function (FF) (Eqs. 2, 4, and 6), is a particular point on the Pareto front. For example,
if a weighted sum of the objectives is minimized the true minimum, F∗, is a single
point on a convex feasible region boundary, where the line defined by the weighted
sum is tangent as shown in Fig. 1. To properly define the Pareto surface, many fitness
functions may be used. In this case each function has a different minimum point, F∗

j ,
on the Pareto front (Fig. 2). For this reason, some previous algorithms conducted
a separate run with each fitness function. Consequently, the total number of iter-
ations required was quite high. What is needed is not to minimize a single fitness
function at a time, but to minimize a population of fitness functions together. Thus, a
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Fig. 1 Pareto front, and the
minimum value of the
weighted sum, F∗, on the
Pareto front

Fig. 2 The family of weighted sum fitness functions used in MC-MOSA with their minimum values
on the Pareto front

population-based approach is proposed in this manuscript. For example, a population
containing weighted sum type (linear) FFs with added cost due to constraints, may be
written as:

F̃m =
I∑
i

wmif̃i(x)+�m, m = 1, . . . , M,

I∑
i

wmi = 1.
(12)

Another novelty of the proposed algorithm is the assignment of a separate tem-
perature parameter, Tj, to each fitness function, F̃j. Each temperature, Tj, is cooled
individually, if the value of the related fitness, F̃j, has improved (or reduced in the
minimization problem). The test point is accepted based on the highest value of the
probability of acceptances. Thus, a test point that improves any fitness function is
accepted, since, it should be close to the Pareto front. Those test points that cause
deteriorations are accepted based on the lowest deterioration value (or highest prob-
ability acceptance value) as well. In this way, instead of moving towards a particular
point on the front, by accepting points close to the front with high probability, the
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procedure moves towards the whole Pareto front. The algorithm, just like the single
objective simulated annealing algorithm Hide-and-Seek [1, 25], uses pure random
walk to generate the next test point, and an adaptive cooling schedule.

3.1 The MC-MOSA algorithm

Step 0 Initialize random number generators; generate the initial test point x0 ∈ S and
set elements of the temperature vector, T0 of dimension M (i.e., number of FFs to be
used), to high values. Initialize the loop counter (K = 0). Also initialize the best and
next best records of the FFs (F̃best = F̃nextbest = 0).

Step 1 Choose a search direction θKon the surface of a unit sphere with uniform
distribution. Also choose a step size λK from uniform distribution such that �K =
(λK ∈ R; xK + λK θK ∈ S) set yK = xK + λK θK.

Step 2 Generate VK(0 ≤ VK ≤ 1) from uniform distribution.

Step 3 Evaluate the probability acceptance function

Pr = min
{

1, max
m

[
exp

(
�F̃K

m/T
K
m

)]}
,

�F̃K
m = F̃m(xK)− F̃m(yK), m = 1, . . . , M,

(13)

where F̃m is a set of linear (Eq. 12) or higher order fitness functions (Eq. 6).

Step 4 Accept the trial point, yK, with probability Pr

xK+1 =
{

yK if VK ∈ (0, Pr)
xK otherwise

}
. (14)

Step 5 If Pr = 1 (i.e., if there are any improving fitness functions, F̃m(yK), (m =
1, . . . , M)):

Step 5.1 Archive the test point (xK+1 = yK), as well as values of the objectives,
(fi(yK)), to be further processed to obtain the Pareto front.

Step 5.2 For those FFs that have improved at the test point:

(1) Update the best, and next best records related to the improving FF (i.e.,
F̃nextbest

m = F̃best
m , and F̃best

m = F̃m(yK)).
(2) Update the related temperature using,

Tm = 2[F̃m(xK+1)− F̃ ∗
m]/χ2

1−p(d). (15)

In this formula, F̃∗
m, is the global minimum of the mth fitness function, and χ2

1−p(d)
is the 100(1 − p) percentile point of the chi-square distribution with d degrees of
freedom. Since this global minimum is not known in advance, its estimate, F̃e

m, is used

instead [1, 25]: F̃e
m = F̃best

m + F̃best
m −F̃nextbest

m
(1−p)−d/2−1

. As shown in [32] using the estimator with
the expected upper and lower bounds results in a better estimator and improves the
convergence rate of Hide-and-Seek simulated algorithm. Consequently, the estimator
may also be used with upper and lower bounds in this algorithm as well:

F̃∗
m =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

F̃ lower
m , if, F̃e

m < F̃ lower
m ,

F̃upper
m , if, F̃e

m > F̃upper
m ,

F̃e
m, otherwise.

(16)
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Step 6 Increment the loop counter and go to Step 1 and loop until permitted number
of function evaluations is completed. One may also employ additional conditions for
terminating the loop, such as terminating if all the temperatures have dropped below
a pre-determined value, or no trial point has been accepted (i.e., a very low-Pr value)
for a predetermined number of iterations.

Step 7 To get a set of solutions that approximates the actual Pareto front, carry out a
non-dominated selection from the results archived in Step 5.1.

The linear fitness functions constructed using weighted sums, are especially suit-
able for convex Pareto fronts. For non-convex problems, scalarizing function based
on weighted Chebyshev metric is theoretically shown to be the only function to cap-
ture the whole Pareto front [21]. However, in the following section, special elliptic
and ellipsoidal FFs are introduced, which is expected to have a good performance in
capturing non-convex fronts.

3.2 Elliptic fitness function

Consider an ellipse centered at C
(
f̃ C
1 , f̃ C

2

)
, while semi major and semi minor axis are

aligned with the coordinate directions. If the ellipse passes through point P
(
f̃ P
1 , f̃ P

2

)
,

its semi major axis may be written as:

a =
√
(f̃ P

1 − f̃ C
1 )

2 + κ(f̃ P
2 − f̃ C

2 )
2, (17)

where, κ = 1/(1 − e2), and e is the eccentricity of the ellipse. If the semi major axis
is aligned with a line connecting ellipse center C to point G(f̃ G

1 , f̃ G
2 ), then the semi

major axis of this ellipse may be written as:

a =
√

rTQT�Qr, (18)

where,

r =
{

f̃ P
1 − f̃ C

1 , f̃ P
2 − f̃ C

2

}T
, Q =

[
cos(ϕ) sin(ϕ)

− sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)

]
, � =

[
1 0
0 κ

]
, (19)

where, ϕ is the angle between the horizontal axis and the line CG (Fig. 3).
A family of ellipses may be constructed by uniformly spreading their centers along

a quarter circle Fig. 3. Then, the objective is to minimize the semi major axes of the
ellipses (i.e., Fj = aj). The minimum of each semi major axis becomes the point closest
to a particular center.

3.3 Ellipsoidal fitness function

The above ides may easily be extended for a three-dimensional problem. The semi
major axis of an ellipsoid that has a circular cross section in the f2f3-plane, centered
at origin and passes through point P

(
f̃ P
1 , f̃ P

2 , f̃ P
3

)
, may be written as:

a3d =
√
(f̃ P

1 )
2 + κ(f̃ P

2 )
2 + κ(f̃ P

3 )
2. (20)

Similarly, an ellipsoid centered at C(f̃ C
1 , f̃ C

2 , f̃ C
3 ) with semi major axis directed toward

point G(f̃ G
1 , f̃ G

2 , f̃ G
3 )

a3d =
√

rT
3dQT

3d�3dQ3dr3d, (21)
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Fig. 3 Elliptic fitness functions

where,

r3d =
{

f̃ P
1 − f̃ C

1 , f̃ P
2 − f̃ C

2 , f̃ P
3 − f̃ C

3

}T
, �3d = diagonal(1, κ , κ) (22)

To align the f̃1-axis with the line connecting point C to the center of the sphere, G, a
sequence of two rotations may be used: First, rotate by an angle ‘ϕ’ along the f̃3-axis,
then rotate by an angle ‘θ ’ around the negative f̃2−axis direction. The transformation
matrix then becomes:

Q3d =
⎡
⎣

cos(θ) 0 sin(θ)
0 1 0

− sin(θ) 0 cos(θ)

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

cos(ϕ) sin(ϕ) 0
− sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ) 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ . (23)

To obtain a family of ellipsoidal fitness functions a set of uniformly distributed points
on the surface of an eighth of a sphere are generated. Although positioning of a
uniformly distributed set of points on a sphere is a rather difficult problem, for the
purposes of the optimization algorithm proposed in this manuscript, a perfect unifor-
mity is not necessary. Consequently, an almost uniform set of points is automatically
generated using an algorithm developed for this purpose.

4 Results and discussion

The first two problems presented below are taken from [7], while the following two
are examples of a non-convex optimization and a three objective optimization. The
fifth problem is an aerospace application, where the goal is to find the best trajectories
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of a launch vehicle that inserts a particular payload into an elliptic orbit maximizing
both the apogee and the perigee.

4.1 Test Problem 1 (TP1): structural optimization

The first problem is on the design of a two-bar truss structure as shown in Fig. 4. The
objectives are to minimize the material volume, as well as the maximum stress on the
truss members. There are also bounds on the geometric dimensions and maximum
stress allowed [7], while the bars are assumed to be rigid.

objectives:

⎧⎨
⎩

minimize f1 = A1
√

16 + y2 + A2
√

1 + y2

minimize f2 = max(σAC, σBC)

constraints:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

max(σAC, σBC) ≤ 105 kPa,

1 ≤ y ≤ 3 m,

0 ≤ A1, A2 ≤ 0.01 m2.

(24)

TP1 is first solved using a single FF with equal weights on normalized objectives.
This case is abbreviated as MOSA in the following discussions.

minimize(w1 f̃1 + w2 f̃2 +�), w1 = w2 = 0.5. (25)

The results plotted Fig. 5, are obtained after ten thousand (10k) iterations show
that the points found are at the middle section of the front as expected. Since a sin-
gle weighted sum converges only to a particular point, it should be possible to find
different parts of the front with different weight sets. To demonstrate this behavior,
the optimization is repeated seven times, using seven equally spaced weight values
(i.e., M = 7), and executing for 10k iterations in each run.

F̃m = wm1 f̃1 + wm2 f̃2 +�

wm1 = (m − 1)/M − 1 , wm2 = 1 − wm1, m = 1, . . . , M.
(26)

The results are plotted in Fig. 6, where the points found with each set of weights are
depicted with a different shape. It may be observed from this figure that, in this case,
there are many more points that spreads well through out front.

In Fig. 7, MC-MOSA results obtained using five linear FFs (M = 5, in Eq. 26) and
after 10k iterations are presented. It may be seen from the figure that not only there

Fig. 4 Properties of the two
bar truss of TP1

y

C D

E

A1 A2

100 kN

4 m 1 m
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Fig. 5 MOSA results of TP1 after 10k iterations
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Fig. 6 MOSA results of TP1, after 7, 10k runs with different weights sets

are many points on the front, but the points found spreads well to the whole front as
well. The optimization results using nine linear FFs (M = 9, in Eq. 26) are shown in
Fig. 8. These results are again obtained after ten thousand iterations. It may be seen
from the figure that, with 9-FFs, many more points are obtained on the front, than
that obtained by 5-FFs. The points found spreads more uniformly on the front. Better
fronts may be obtained by increasing the number of fitness functions used.

A comparative plot to show the effect of the iteration number in obtaining the
Pareto front (Fig. 9) is obtained using 9-FFs. It may also be observed from the figure
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Fig. 7 TP1 using five linear FFs and after 10k iterations
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Fig. 8 TP1 using 9-FFs and after 10k iterations

that as the number of iterations increase, not only many more points are obtained,
they are also closer to the actual front. These issues are examined in detail in the
parametric study section below.

A close examination of the problem shows that the two ends of the front are at
f = (0.004 m3, 100 MPa)T , and f = (0.051 m3, 8.5 MPa)T . The extremes of the front,
shown in Fig. 8, are at f = (0.0042 m3, 96.88 MPa)T , and f = (0.057 m3, 8.50 MPa)T ,
respectively.
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Fig. 9 TP1 with nine linear FFs, with different number of iterations

4.2 Test Problem #2 (TP2) 7

objectives:
{

minimize f1 = 2 + (x1 − 2)2 + (x2 − 1)2,
minimize f2 = 9x1 − (x2 − 1)2

constraints:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

g1 = x2
1 + x2

2 ≤ 225,
g2 = x1 − 3x2 + 10 ≤ 0,
−20 ≤ x1 ≤ 20,
−20 ≤ x2 ≤ 20.

(27)

The permitted number of iterations was selected to be 10k, since in [7], the problem
was solved using a population size of 100 and for 100 generations. The Pareto points
plotted in Fig. 10 are obtained using a single linear fitness function with equal weights
(Eq. 25). The two inequality constraints are also normalized and added to the cost
with a penalty coefficient of 10 (Eq. 6).

The problem is also solved using the MC-MOSA algorithm. For this purpose,
9-FFs, constructed using nine equally spaced weight sets are employed (M = 9 in
Eq. 26). The multiobjective optimization is again carried out for 10k function eval-
uations. The results are plotted in Fig. 11. It may be seen from these results that,
there are many points on the front. Both lower right and upper left parts of the front
stretches to the boundaries of the feasible region. A close examination of the problem
reveals that the upper left corner is around f = (10.1, 2.6)T , while lower right corner
is around f = (223.7, −217.7)T . The two ends of the front given in Fig. 11 are at
f = (10.78, 1.52)T , and f = (223.95, −217.23)T , which are very close to the extreme
values of the actual front. The front between these two extremes is almost a straight
line (bounded by x1 = −2.5, i.e., f2 + f1 − 0.25 = 0).

The linear fitness functions are especially suitable for convex fronts. For this reason,
few points are obtained along the straight-line portion of the front, while the upper
left part is well populated (see [7] for the plot the feasible region). This problem is
also solved very successfully using elliptic FFs, while the results are presented in the
parametric study section below.
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Fig. 11 TP2 results with MC-MOSA using nine linear FFs and after 10k iterations

4.3 Test Problem 3 (TP3): non-convex optimization

This multiobjective optimization problem is defined as follows [22]:

objectives:
{

mimimize f1 = x,
mimimize f2 = y,

constraints:

⎧
⎨
⎩

5e−x + 2e−0.5(x−3)2 − y ≤ 0,
0 ≤ x ≤ 5,
0 ≤ y ≤ 5.

(28)
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Fig. 12 TP#3: Non-convex optimization. 20k iterations, 250 elliptic FFs, e = 0.999, R = 2. The front
contains 79 non-dominated points

The lower left-hand side boundary of the feasible region is the curve specified:
5e−x + 2e−0.5(x−3)2 − y = 0. In Fig. 12, this boundary as well as the non-dominated
points obtained with MCMOSA using 250 elliptic FFs and after 20k function evalua-
tions are given. Centers of the elliptic fitness functions are distributed uniformly on a
quarter circle, centered at (1,1) with a radius of 2. As shown in Fig. 12 the boundary
of the feasible region is quite non-convex. Note that there are no points along the
concave part of the boundary. Since those points are dominated by the neighboring
solutions, they are removed from the set after the non-dominated sorting process.

4.4 Test problem 4 (TP4): a three objective optimization example

In this section, we examine a three objective optimization problem taken again from
[22]. The problem is a four bar truss problem as shown in Fig. 13. The objectives are to
minimize the stress in bars 1 and 4 while minimizing the total material volume at the
same time. About 10 kN load is applied to nodes B and C. The cross sectional areas of

Fig. 13 The geometry of the
four bar truss problem used in
the three objective
optimization example [22]
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Fig. 14 Locations of the centers of 496 ellipsoidal FFs used in TP5

the bars are not to exceed 5 cm2, and the stresses in the bars are limited to 10 kN/cm2.

objectives:

⎧⎨
⎩

mimimize f1 = σ1,
mimimize f2 = σ2,
mimimize f3 = Volume,

constraints:
{

max(A1, A2, A3, A4) ≤ 5 cm2,
max(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) ≤ 10 kN/cm2.

(29)

The optimization variables are the cross sectional areas of the bars (Ai). Since the
problem is statically determinate, the forces in the bars may be calculated. To minimize
the material volume, A3 and A4, may be chosen to load them to their maximum stress
capacity (i.e., σ3 = σ4 = 10 kN/cm2). Then there are two optimization variables:A1
and A2.

For this problem, ellipsoid centers’ are distributed on an eighth of a sphere surface,
centered at (1,1,1) and have a radius of 1.5. The locations of those 496 automatically
generated ellipsoid centers are plotted in Fig. 14. The semi major axes of the ellipsoids
were directed toward (1,1,1) point. The points obtained after 20k iterations are shown
in Fig. 15. In this figure, those 1,258 non-dominated points approximating the Pareto
surface is quite visible. Although a 5 k run resulted in 735 points on the front, the
edges of the surface was not as clear as the surface depicted in Fig. 15, and is not
presented here.

4.5 Launch vehicle trajectory optimization example

This last example is on the trajectory optimization of a highly nonlinear launch vehi-
cle model with 28 optimization variables. A multiobjective trajectory optimization
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Fig. 15 TP4, optimization with three objectives. Figure obtained after 20k iterations with 496 ellip-
soidal FFs. The figure contains 1258 non-dominated points

Fig. 16 TP5: Launch vehicle
results with nine linear FFs and
100k iterations
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problem may be stated as follows [32] Fig. 16:

Minimize
x

fi(x), i = 1, . . . , I, (30)

ẋ = �(x, u, t),
g(x, u, t) ≥ 0, h(x, u, t) = 0,

(31)

x(t0) = x0,
�(xf , uf , tf ) = 0 ϕ(xf , uf , tf ) ≤ 0.

(32)

The problem is to find the control history, u(t), such that set of performance indi-
ces, fi, are minimized (Eq. 30) subject to differential equality constraints, as well as
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algebraic equality and inequality constraints on state and control variables (Eq.31),
with specified initial conditions and constraints on terminal conditions (Eq. 32). The
trajectory optimization problems are optimal control problems traditionally solved
using calculus of variations. Calculus of variations yields a two-point boundary value
problem, which usually requires numerical techniques to solve. Another method is to
convert the optimal control problem into a parameter optimization problem [14, 32].
For this purpose the value of the inputs (un) discrete points in time (tn, n = 1, . . . , N),
called nodes, are sought for. Two approaches are commonly employed: direct shooting
[32, 33], and collocation [12, 31]. In the shooting method, the equations of motion are
integrated using the nodal values of the inputs, usually by linearly interpolating the
inputs between nodes. This is the approach taken here.

The objective in this problem is to find the best trajectories that will place a 50,000 kg
payload to Earth orbit while maximizing both the perigee and the apogee distance.
The particular launch vehicle used in this example is taken from [26]. The flight
mechanics models of the Advanced Launch Vehicle are summarized in Appendix A.
The vehicle, to be flown using trimmed aerodynamics until staging and untrimmed
aerodynamics after staging, has two control inputs: angle of attack, and velocity roll
angle vales specified at the nodes. Nine nodes are used for the period until staging
occurs and five nodes from staging to burnout. This problem is clearly much more
difficult than the previous problems, since it has many more optimization parameters:
14 angle of attack values, 14 velocity-roll-angle values.

To carry out the optimization, a Fortran program is written to simulate the flight
mechanics equations using the inputs given. The program is verified by repeating the
single objective optimization problem presented in [26]. The aim of the single objec-
tive optimization problem as defined in the named reference was to place the rocket
to its final circular orbit at 148.16 km altitude in minimum time, such that any unused
fuel may be counted toward payload.

The vehicle is also launched from the −80.54◦ longitude and 28.5◦ latitude verti-
cally [26] in the multiobjective optimization problem addressed here. However, it is
required to achieve an orbit with an orbital inclination of 28.5◦ while maximizing both
perigee and apogee distances.

Maximize
{

f1 = rapogee,
f2 = rperigee.

(33)

The perigee and apogee distances are functions of orbit velocity, altitude and flight
path angle at orbit insertion. One may also use equality constraints on orbital incli-
nation, if . However, it is found out that the better results shall cause the orbital
inclination to approach 28.5◦ (launch site latitude) since any inclination maneuver
requires additional energy causing a reduction in the objective function values. For
this reason a rather liberal inequality constraint is imposed on inclination:

28.5◦ ≤ if ≤ 50◦. (34)

The angles of attack and velocity roll angles were selected from the ±10◦ range.
The optimization is carried out to maximize nine linear FFs (Eq. 26). The results of
the optimization, after 100k iterations, are presented in Fig. 11. The figure contains
82 non-dominated points spreading well throughout the front. This problem required
about 961 s to run on a 1.7 GHz, 512 MByte, P4 computer with Windows XP operating
system.
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4.6 Parametric study

As may be observed from the above discussion, MC-MOSA algorithm has mainly
two basic parameters: number of FFs used, and the number of iterations or function
evaluations permitted (FEN). In addition, the FFs type (i.e., linear or elliptic) has also
an important bearing on the front. In this section by the help of two test problems,
TP1 and TP2, presented above, the effect of these parameters in obtaining Pareto
front is examined. For this purpose quality metrics are used. Many different metrics
are proposed in the literature [17, 37, 38]. The problems associated with these metrics
in evaluating the quality of the front have also been discussed in the literature [17,
37]. The quality metrics used in this study are taken from [38] and also summarized
in Appendix B.

The vales of the metrics presented in Tables 1–5 are the average of 30 separate
optimization runs with indicted number of FFs and FEN. The standard deviation of
the data is also presented inside the parenthesis. For each test problem, two separate
tables are constructed corresponding to linear and elliptic FFs results.

Table 1 presents the metrics obtained for TP1 using linear FFs. It may be observed
that as the number of FFs increase, the number non-dominated solutions (NDpts)
obtained also increase. For example at 1,000 FEN (i.e., 1k), on the average 12.3
NDpts are obtained using 3FFs. It has increased to 25.5 NDpts with 27 FFs. Simi-
larly when FEN is 20k, these averages for 3FFs and 81 FFs are 17.3 and 64.8 NDPts,
respectively. In addition, the standard deviations, although increase with increasing
FFs and NDpts, as expected, its ratio to the average values in fact decreases. The
other metrics described in Appendix B, shows the same trend as well. For example,
as FFs increase, the hyperarea difference (HD) decreases in all FEN categories, indi-
cating a front closer to the actual front. Similarly, accuracy (A) and OS increases with
increasing FFs as well. The cluster value for the step size of 1/50 (i.e., 50 × 50 grid in
the space of normalized objectives) CL1/50 is also given. Note that his value increases
with increasing FFs. This is due to the fact that there are more points on the front, and

Table 1 TP1 results obtained using linear FFs

FEN FFs NDpts HD A OS CL1/50 CO1/50

1k 3 12.3(2.4) 0.194(0.016) 17.1(5.1) 0.599(0.122) 1.04(0.07) 11.9(2.5)
9 21.0(3.2) 0.164(0.008) 25.6(6.1) 0.588(0.134) 1.11(0.06) 19.0(2.4)

27 25.5(3.2) 0.159(0.007) 27.5(6.4) 0.593(0.145) 1.13(0.08) 22.5(2.4)

5k 3 16.4(2.6) 0.184(0.011) 20.2(6.0) 0.702(0.117) 1.11(0.11) 14.7(2.0)
9 30.1(3.9) 0.152(0.005) 35.1(8.7) 0.660(0.124) 1.18(0.09) 25.6(3.1)

27 40.5(4.9) 0.147(0.004) 42.4(8.5) 0.661(0.090) 1.24(0.09) 32.6(3.2)
81 44.7(4.7) 0.148(0.004) 52.1(13.5) 0.733(0.126) 1.27(0.07) 35.2(3.2)

10k 3 15.7(3.1) 0.183(0.015) 19.3(5.2) 0.682(0.116) 1.08(0.07) 14.5(3.0)
9 33.9(3.8) 0.150(0.005) 43.2(10.5) 0.726(0.112) 1.19(0.07) 28.6(3.0)

27 49.4(5.5) 0.145(0.004) 56.3(19.1) 0.715(0.102) 1.33(0.09) 37.2(2.8)
81 53.8(4.3) 0.145(0.005) 60.2(20.0) 0.730(0.120) 1.37(0.11) 39.4(2.4)

20k 3 17.3(2.5) 0.188(0.014) 18.2(5.5) 0.752(0.097) 1.15(0.09) 15.0(2.1)
9 37.3(3.6) 0.149(0.005) 45.6(9.8) 0.762(0.112) 1.26(0.08) 29.6(2.7)

27 57.3(4.0) 0.144(0.004) 62.0(14.6) 0.768(0.087) 1.42(0.09) 40.6(3.5)
81 64.8(6.5) 0.142(0.004) 63.3(16.2) 0.732(0.098) 1.47(0.10) 44.2(2.7)

Average of 30 separate runs are presented, while those numbers inside parenthesis are standard
deviations
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Table 2 TP1 results obtained using elliptic FFs

FEN FFs NDpts HD A OS CL1/50 CO1/50

1k 3 9.8(2.3) 0.299(0.027) 10.2(3.9) 0.781(0.11) 1.15(0.19) 8.6(2.1)
9 15.2(2.2) 0.213(0.011) 18.6(3.8) 0.685(0.156) 1.16(0.22) 13.4(2.7)

27 29.5(3.4) 0.188(0.007) 33.0(7.1) 0.67(0.104) 1.15(0.08) 25.8(3.0)

5k 3 10.9(2.5) 0.302(0.021) 10.7(4.4) 0.859(0.098) 1.21(0.42) 9.5(2.5)
9 18.9(2.4) 0.198(0.006) 21.4(3.7) 0.739(0.122) 1.25(0.22) 15.5(2.9)

27 40.3(4.5) 0.175(0.003) 43.2(6.7) 0.729(0.117) 1.32(0.45) 31.8(4.9)
81 73.2(4.5) 0.171(0.003) 60.2(9.5) 0.715(0.057) 1.47(0.08) 49.8(3)

10k 3 11.6(2.0) 0.305(0.02) 9.9(3.6) 0.851(0.051) 1.23(0.22) 9.6(2.1)
9 19.9(2.9) 0.197(0.005) 20.8(3.7) 0.754(0.108) 1.27(0.07) 15.6(2.4)

27 43.1(4.0) 0.173(0.003) 45.7(6.9) 0.732(0.086) 1.32(0.15) 32.8(3.3)
81 85.6(5.6) 0.168(0.002) 73.2(12.6) 0.745(0.061) 1.56(0.10) 55.0(3.6)

20k 3 11.8(2.3) 0.301(0.02) 9.4(3.5) 0.845(0.02) 1.28(0.15) 9.4(2.0)
9 22.0(3.1) 0.195(0.004) 22.5(4.7) 0.779(0.095) 1.29(0.14) 17.2(2.9)

27 49.8(4.1) 0.171(0.003) 53.0(14.2) 0.790(0.154) 1.70(1.38) 34.7(8.0)
81 99.1(5.0) 0.166(0.002) 80.8(13.8) 0.759(0.058) 1.70(0.15) 58.8(4.8)

Average of 30 separate runs are presented, while those numbers inside parenthesis are standard
deviations

Table 3 TP2 results obtained using linear FFs

FEN FFs NDpts HD A OS CL1/50 CO1/50

1k 3 11.4(2.7) 0.628(0.068) 5.1(2.1) 0.919(0.04) 1.13(0.13) 10.1(2.2)

9 14.6(2.5) 0.576(0.033) 7.6(2.4) 0.913(0.047) 1.10(0.08) 13.4(2.1)
27 16.5(3.1) 0.566(0.033) 7.5(2.2) 0.917(0.06) 1.11(0.09) 14.8(2.8)

5k 3 14.1(2.2) 0.595(0.043) 5.8(2.3) 0.966(0.022) 1.16(0.12) 12.2(2.1)
9 19.5(3.5) 0.58(0.037) 7.2(2.8) 0.950(0.03) 1.24(0.13) 15.8(2.5)

27 24.7(4) 0.565(0.047) 8.4(3.9) 0.960(0.024) 1.28(0.12) 19.5(3.3)

10k 3 16.5(3.5) 0.608(0.06) 5.6(2.4) 0.965(0.018) 1.30(0.16) 12.9(2.9)
9 24.6(4.8) 0.583(0.058) 7.1(2.8) 0.969(0.018) 1.40(0.18) 17.8(3.7)

27 28.5(5) 0.568(0.037) 7.4(2.9) 0.968(0.023) 1.39(0.14) 20.5(3.0)
81 32.0(4.5) 0.547(0.025) 9.5(2.8) 0.969(0.017) 1.48(0.16) 21.8(3.7)

20k 3 16.6(4.3) 0.629(0.067) 4.9(2.5) 0.968(0.014) 1.36(0.18) 12.4(3.4)
9 25.6(3.7) 0.586(0.037) 6.7(2.7) 0.969(0.012) 1.43(0.14) 18.1(2.7)

27 33.0(3.7) 0.576(0.049) 7.3(2.6) 0.971(0.011) 1.58(0.17) 21.1(3.2)
81 38.3(4.6) 0.552(0.027) 8.8(3.1) 0.969(0.013) 1.65(0.15) 23.2(2.2)

Average of 30 separate runs are presented, while those numbers inside parenthesis are standard
deviations

the results of the metric are not conclusive. It is clear that as FFs increase, the solu-
tions occupy many more cells, indicating a well spread front (i.e., CO1/50 increases).
Although increasing FFs increase the computation cost; it is not as costly as increasing
the FEN, in many real life optimization problems such as the trajectory optimization
problem, given above.

On the other hand, increase in FEN increases NDpts, decreases HD, while A, OS
also increases. For example, with 27FFs, at 1k the HD is 0.159, while it is reduced
to 0.144 at 20k. CO1/50 also increases from 22.5 at 1k to 40.6 at 20k, when 27FFs
are employed. Similar improvements are observable for A and OS. Consequently,
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Table 4 TP2 results obtained using elliptic FFs

FEN FFs NDpts HD A OS CL1/50 CO1/50

1k 3 8.2(2.2) 0.643(0.057) 5.2(2.7) 0.894(0.138) 1.11(0.08) 7.5(2.2)
9 21.1(2.9) 0.521(0.009) 14.9(2.3) 0.932(0.050) 1.13(0.0) 18.6(2.3)

27 43.1(4.5) 0.492(0.005) 33.5(4.7) 0.92(0.057) 1.14(0.05) 37.6(3.8)
81 58.1(7.3) 0.488(0.004) 43.5(7.7) 0.918(0.042) 1.25(0.09) 46.3(4.5)

5k 3 10.2(2.4) 0.651(0.034) 4.7(1.8) 0.982(0.026) 1.21(0.14) 8.5(1.9)
9 30.1(4.3) 0.515(0.006) 15.2(2.5) 0.983(0.023) 1.30(0.11) 23.3(3.4)

27 73.1(73.1) 0.483(0.001) 48.6(4.1) 0.956(0.029) 1.44(0.10) 49.8(3.8)
81 134.4(6.2) 0.476(0.001) 99.5(9.9) 0.966(0.026) 1.83(0.16) 74.0(6.2)

10k 3 10.5(2.9) 0.649(0.041) 4.6(1.7) 0.986(0.024) 1.33(0.23) 8.1(2.3)
9 34.0(3.7) 0.516(0.005) 14.9(1.9) 0.980(0.043) 1.47(0.13) 23.2(2.5)

27 82.9(5.9) 0.481(0.001) 51.2(4.8) 0.962(0.020) 1.57(0.11) 52.4(4.6)
81 170.8(7.3) 0.474(0.0) 123.3(6.8) 0.965(0.019) 2.18(0.22) 79.0(6.9)

20k 3 11.8(2.1) 0.651(0.041) 4.2(1.3) 0.991(0.015) 1.52(0.26) 7.9(1.6)
9 39.6(5.1) 0.512(0.006) 15.6(2.6) 0.986(0.039) 1.60(0.18) 24.9(3.4)

27 96.8(6.8) 0.481(0.001) 52(4.4) 0.969(0.023) 1.79(0.10) 54.2(4.3)
81 211.8(10.4) 0.473(0.0) 145.1(9.5) 0.970(0.016) 2.60(0.30) 82.4(8.2)

Average of 30 separate runs are presented, while those numbers inside parenthesis are standard
deviations

Table 5 Comparison of NSGA-II results with MCMOSA for TP1

NSGA-II MC-MOSA

100 members 243 Elliptic FFs 243 Linear FFs

FEN 10k 5k 10k 10k
NDpts 95.9(4.3) 87.8(5.2) 111.1(7.5) 55.3(5.4)
HD 0.140(0.005) 0.171(0.003) 0.167(0.003) 0.150(0.001)
A 62.1(7.6) 66.1(15.9) 79.7(18.9) 54.2(14.8)
OS 0.635(0.040) 0.730(0.072) 0.746(0.073) 0.704(0.100)
CL1/50 1.47(0.06) 1.70(0.12) 1.93(0.12) 1.40(0.1)
CL1/150 1.10(0.04) 1.12(0.05) 1.18(0.06) 1.10(0)
CO1/50 65.2(3.1) 51.97(3.78) 57.73(4.07) 39.9(3.7)
CO1/150 87.0(5.0) 78.3(4.86) 94.43(7.07) 51.5(5.2)

Results are the average of 30 separate runs. Standard deviations are given inside parentheses

the increase in FEN also gives NDpts closer to the actual Pareto front, with higher
accuracy and better more uniform spread.

TP1 is also solved using elliptic FFs as well (Table 2). In this case, ellipse centers are
placed on a quarter circle of radius 1.5 in the normalized objective space (Fig. 3). From
the table it may be observed that when too many FFs are used (i.e., 81), more NDpts
are obtained with elliptic FFs, than linear FFs. However, opposite is true when fewer
FFs are used. Similarly the values of metrics are better when few linear FFs are used
than elliptic FFs. For example with 27 FFs at 20k iterations linear FFs give 57.3 NDpts,
where elliptic gives only 49.8 FFs. However, with 81 FFs, and after 20k iterations, lin-
ear FFs this time give only 64.8 NDpts, while elliptic FFs give 99.1 NDpts. Same trend
is observable in the accuracy metric (A), and cells occupied (CO1/50). Except HD, the
same trend is observable with the other metrics. When HD is considered, the linear
FFs are observed to be more successful. This may be due to the fact that the front is
already quite convex.
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The study is repeated this time for TP2. As discussed before the boundary of this
test problem has a nice convex part and almost straight-line part. For this reason, the
elliptic FFs are expected to be more successful in this problem. The results of the study
are presented in Tables 3 and 4. First it may be observed that elliptic FFs are more
successful than linear FFs in all categories if more than 3FFs are used. On the other
hand, more non-dominated solutions are obtained as the number of FFs increase. In
addition, they are closer to the actual front with improved accuracy (A) as well as
better and more uniform spread (greater OS and CO1/50 value).

4.7 Comparison with NSGA II

In this section, MC-MOSA algorithm is compared with the NSGA-II algorithm [7].
The program is downloaded from the related web site and run for the first three test
problems (TP1, TP2, and TP3) thirty times, using a population of 100 evaluating for
100 generations. This corresponds to 10k function evaluations. In the last problem, a
100-member population is evolved for 50 generations (i.e., 5k function evaluations).
During the runs, different seeds for the random number generator and different
parameters are selected from the range recommended by the program. Then, average
values and standard deviations of the metrics are calculated.

Table 5 compares the results obtained with NSGA-II and MC-MOSA for TP1.
For MC-MOSA 243 linear as well as elliptic FFs are employed while the results pre-
sented are the averages of the 30 separate runs as before. It may be observed from
the table that MC-MOSA with elliptic FFs gives more points than NSGA-II at 10k.
The HD value of NSGA-II (0.14) is better than MC-MOSA results with elliptic FFs,
while linear FFs gives a closer value of 0.15. Overall spread and accuracy values
of the MC-MOSA obtained set with elliptic FFs are better than NSGA-II results.
NSGA-II occupies more cells when step size of 1/50 is used. With a step size of 1/150,
MC-MOSA with elliptic FFs, performs better at 10k, since it has more non-dominated
points. Overall it may be concluded that in this numerical experiment, with lower HD
value and higher CO values, NSGA-II performed better than MC-MOSA, although
MC-MOSA runs averaged better values in the remaining metrics.

Table 6 gives the quality metrics obtained for TP2 using NSGA-II and MC-MOSA
algorithms. In these tables MC-MOSA results with only elliptic FFs are presented. It
may be observed from the table that MC-MOSA results are much superior than
NSGA-II even with 5k iterations. Thus, MC-MOSA found more non-dominated
points, had a smaller HD, better accuracy (A) and spread (OS), while occupying
more cells in both grid sizes.

Table 6 Comparison of
NSGA-II results with
MCMOSA for TP2

Results are the average of 30
separate runs. Standard
deviations are given inside
parentheses

NSGA-II MC-MOSA
100 members 243 Elliptic FFs

FEN 10k 5k 10k
NDpts 96.1(2.5) 166(9.4) 236.7(11.7)
HD 0.478(0.004) 0.475(0.001) 0.473(0)
A 75.9(8.0) 119.7(11.1) 166.4(13.8)
OS 0.944(0.044) 0.953(0.028) 0.968(0.02)
CL1/50 1.47(0.16) 2.20(0.23) 2.89(0.30)
CL1/150 1.06(0.03) 1.23(0.05) 1.40(0.05)
CO1/50 66.1(6.7) 76.0(6.8) 82.7(8.3)
CO1/150 90.4(3.7) 134.5(171.4) 168.6(217.4)
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Table 7 Comparison of
NSGA-II results with
MCMOSA for TP3

Results are the average of 30
separate runs. Standard
deviations are given inside
parentheses

NSGA-II MC-MOSA
100 members 250 elliptic FFs

FEN 10k 10k
NDpts 73.9(16.1) 65.4(6.4)
HD 0.39(0.012) 0.386(0.004)
A 37.9(27.5) 66.1(15.4)
OS 0.719(0.18) 0.875(0.028)
CL1/25 3.29(1.04) 2.2(0.19)
CL1/100 1.43(0.37) 1.14(0.05)
CO1/25 23.9(7.1) 29.7(1.7)
CO1/100 55.1(17.3) 57.4(5.3)

Table 8 Comparison of
NSGA-II results with
MCMOSA for TP4

Results are the average of 30
separate runs. Standard
deviations are given inside
parentheses

NSGA-II MC-MOSA
100 members 496 Ellipsoidal FFs

FEN 5k 5k
NDpts 96.4(3.6) 118.9(12.9)
HD 0.386(0.031) 0.425(0.01)
A 88.3(21.1) 91.2(26.5)
OS 0.802(0.238) 0.853(0.053)
CL1/10 1.55(0.27) 1.41(0.08)
CL1/50 1.06(0.04) 1.02(0.01)
CO1/10 63.8(8.8) 84.1(7)
CO1/50 90.8(4.1) 116.4(12.6)

Table 7 presents the results for the third test problem (TP3). In this problem,
the front obtained using MC-MOSA resulted in better HD, A, OS, CO metrics than
NSGA-II. Although NSGA-II gave more non-dominated points, its CO values are
inferior to those of MC-MOSA. Thus, MC-MOSA has occupied more cells both in
25 × 25 grids and 100 × 100 grids.

The comparison is also carried out for the three objective optimization problem,
TP4. In two objective case HD, A, OS metrics represent areas, where CL and CO
metrics are related to the occupation of rectangular areas. When there are three
objectives, we have volumes instead of areas. Consequently, proper algorithms are
developed to calculate the volume below the points in the set for the HD metric,
volumes bounded by neighboring points for the A metric, and volume of the extreme
rectangular prism or the OS metric. Similarly, now the volumes of rectangular prisms
that contain a solution are counted to obtain the CO or CL metrics as well.

Since TP4 is a rather easy problem, it is decided to solve a four optimization variable
problem as stated in Eq. 29, instead of the two optimization variable solution presented
in Fig. 15. Thus, all four cross-sectional areas are treated as an optimization variable.
To get a meaningful difference between the metrics, a 5k function evaluation problem
is solved for MC-MOSA. Similarly, in NSGA-II a 100-member population is iterated
for 50 generations. The results of the optimization are presented in Table 8. It should be
noted that in one experiment, NSGA-II performed very poorly. For fairness, this data
is replaced by the data from an additional run. The results given in Table 8 show that
NSGA-II has given a better HD metric in the average than MC-MOSA, however, with
a large standard deviation. In the remaining metrics, MC-MOSA is clearly the winner.
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5 Conclusion

In this manuscript, a new multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm is presented.
Algorithm is based on the single objective simulated annealing algorithm, Hide-and-
Seek [1, 25]. The algorithm uses many fitness functions constructed from the objectives
to approximate the Pareto-front closely. Each fitness function has a separate temper-
ature parameter and cooled separately whenever an improvement to that fitness
function is encountered. Unlike other SA or EA based multiobjective algorithms the
proposed algorithm does not have problem dependent parameters to adjust.

The effectiveness of the algorithm is shown through five test problems. Also pre-
sented is a parametric study to show the effect of the number of fitness functions
employed and number of iterations carried out on the success of the algorithm. The
effect of FFs on the function type (linear or elliptic) is also examined and discussed. It
is shown that more fitness functions give more points close to the actual Pareto front.
Similarly as the permitted number of iterations increase, not only more non-domi-
nated points are obtained these points are located closer to the actual Pareto front.
However, it should be remembered that using more fitness functions is cheaper than
increasing the number of function evaluations in multidisciplinary design problems.
Additionally, while the linear FFs are good for highly convex fronts, elliptic FFs are
observed to be better for non-convex, or slightly non-convex fronts. Note that there
is no reason to use only one type of fitness functions. A population containing many
different types of fitness functions may be employed together for the generation of
non-convex fronts.

Through numerical experiments, MC-MOSA algorithm is also compared to the
well-known NSGA-II algorithm [7] through quality metrics. It is observed that in the
first problem NSGA-II performed better than MC-MOSA. In the second and third
test problems, MC-MOSA was better than NSGA-II in all quality metrics considered.
Finally, in the three-objective problem, NSGA-II and MC-MOSA displayed similar
performances. Obviously, a more rigorous comparison together with proper statisti-
cal analysis is required before declaring any superiority of one algorithm over other.
However, the numerical experiments suggest that MC-MOSA performs as well as
NSGA-II on the test functions under consideration, although a rigorous statistical
analysis would be required to conclude with confidence.

Acknowledgments The authors would like to acknowledge the anonymous referees for their valu-
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Appendix A: advanced launch vehicle model [26]

Advanced Launch Vehicle flight mechanics equations, written with respect to an Earth
centered, Earth fixed frame are given below:

.
λ = V cos γ cosψ

r cos τ
,

τ̇ = V cos γ sinψ

r
,

ḣ = V sin γ ,

V̇ = 1
m
(T cos(α + δ)− D − mg sin γ )+ rω2 cos τ(cos τ sin γ − sin τ cos γ sinψ),
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.
γ = 1

mV
[(T sin(α + δ)+ L) cosµ− mg cos γ ] + V cos γ

r

+ 2ω cos τ cosψ + rω2

V
cos τ(cos τ cos γ + sin τ sin γ sinψ),

.
ψ = − 1

mV cos γ
(T sin(α + δ)+ L) sinµ− V

r
tan τ cos γ cosψ

+ 2ω(cos τ tan γ sinψ − sin τ)− rω2

V cos γ
cos τ sin τ cosψ .

(35)

In the above equations, λ is the longitude, τ the latitude, h the altitude above mean
sea level, V the total velocity, γ the flight path angle,ψ the heading angle, m the mass,
r the distance from the center of the Earth to the vehicle mass center, ω the angular
velocity of the Earth, and D, L, T, are the drag, lift, thrust forces, respectively. The
inputs are angle of attack, α, and velocity roll angle, µ. The lift and drag coefficients
are interpolated from the tables given according to the angle of attack and Mach
number, for two configurations: with and without boosters. The launch vehicle has
ten identical thrusters, each producing the same thrust of 2,580 kN at vacuum, while
all of them are ignited at launch. Seven of these thrusters are boosters and separated
from the vehicle immediately after the depletion of the fuel, 153.5 s after ignition. The
remaining three thrusters of the main body are active for 365.5 s from ignition. The
change in thrust value according to the ambient pressure is also taken into account:
T ′ = T ′

vac −pA′
e, where T ′

vac is the vacuum trust, p the ambient pressure, and A′
e is the

nozzle exhaust area of each thruster. The total mass of the launcher is 1,584,532 kg,
including a 59,874 kg nominal payload. Due to fuel consumption, the mass of the
vehicle is reduced with time according to the following formula.

.
m = − 1

Ispgs
Tvac, (36)

where, Tvac, total thrust at vacuum of the active thrusters, Isp is the specific impulse
and gs is the gravitational attraction at sea level. Since in the above flight mechanics
equations, the angle of attack is an input, the trimmed flight mechanics equations are
used until staging. The required gimbal angle for trim is found from:

δ = −MA

Tlt
, (37)

where, MA is the aerodynamic pitching moment and lt is the distance from the center
of mass to the exit plane of the engines. The aerodynamic coefficients are given with
respect to the center of mass location at launch. Consequently, proper calculations are
carried out to find the pitch moment at the instant required. After staging untrimmed
aerodynamics is used (MA ≈ 0, δ = 0). Gravity model that uses inverse square law,
and an exponential atmosphere models are also employed.

The above flight vehicle equations are singular when the vehicle velocity is zero as
well as when the flight path angle is 90◦. To avoid singularity, the integration of the
equations is started three seconds after the ignition, when the vehicle attains sufficient
velocity and at this instant flight path angle is taken to be 89◦. The inertial velocity of
the vehicle and the orbital inclination are found from the following equations:

Vi = [V2 + 2Vrω cos γ cosψ cos τ + (rω cos τ)2]1/2, (38)
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(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

Fig. 17 Geometric description of the metrics used in the study [38], with normalized objectives

cos i = cos τ(V cos γ cosψ + rω cos τ)

[V2 cos2 γ + 2Vrω cos γ cosψ cos τ + (rω cos τ)2]1/2
. (39)

Appendix B: quality metrics

In this manuscript, the quality assessment of the frontier obtained through multi-
objective optimization are conducted using four metrics proposed in [38] are used.
They are: the hyper-area difference (HD), overall Pareto spread (OS), accuracy of
the observed Pareto frontier (AC), cluster (CL).

The hyperarea difference is the area below the Pareto frontier, as shown in Fig. 17a.
Points A and B defines the bounding box around the Pareto front. Normally, HD
shall be calculated using normalized objectives. Then, in general, it is claimed that
the smaller the HD metric is, the better the observed Pareto solution set [38]. Over-
all Pareto spread (OS) is the area of the maximum rectangle constructed using the
two extremes of the Pareto front (p1 and p2) as shown in Fig. 17b. Again A solution
set with the largest OS value is generally an indication that a particular front has
spread to the extreme ends of the Pareto front, and consequently, it is comparatively
better than a front with a smaller value. Accuracy (A) is a measure how smooth the
observed front is. To obtain this metric, areas of the small rectangles constructed from
neighboring solutions are summed up (Fig. 17c) to obtain a total area. The metric
is defined as the inverse of this total area. If the solution set contains all the actual
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Pareto solutions (i.e., a continuous Pareto frontier), then the total area will be zero,
causing the AC metric to be infinite. Thus, a solution set with a large AC value is bet-
ter than the one with a smaller AC value. It is desirable to have the solutions spread
uniformly along the front. Clustering occurs, when too many solutions are found at
certain parts of the front, while other parts are empty. To obtain the CLµ metric, the
whole domain normalized objectives is divided into square grids of sizeµ. Then, those
rectangles occupied with a non-dominated solution are counted. The total number of
non-dominated solutions in the set is divided to the number of occupied rectangles.
Ideally, to have a good spread, each rectangle shall be occupied by a single solution
giving a CLµ metric equal to one. For example, in Fig. 17d there are four solutions in
the front, while only three grids are occupied (i.e., CLµ = 1.25). Similarly, of the two
solution sets having almost equal number of solutions, the one with a smaller CLµ
metric shall be preferred. However, this comparison may not be meaningful if each
set contains very different number of solutions. For this reason, in this manuscript the
number of cells occupied by a non-dominated solution (COµ) is also used as a metric.
In this case, the greater the COµ value, the better the solution is.
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